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A13STRACrl’

“l’his Joint I)iscussion explored the links between properties of interstellar (IS) dust, the

evolution of dust in young stellar objects (YSOS),  and primitive solar system dust. Spectral

observations and gas phase depletions indicate that there ar(’ several components of I S clust.  Grain

growth by accretion and coagulation takes place in dense, star-forming regions. I’here is growing

evidence that accretion disks surround man y YSOS, but on] y a fraction o f‘1’ Tauri stars have disks

massive enough  to be protoplanetary. Comets contain a sig[ Ii ficant  fraction of organic material, but

it is not yet well characterized. ‘l’he ratio of CO : } 120 implies that comets accrcted  from 1 S ices, not

gas. IS grains in meteorites, identified by their anomalous isotopic abundances, show that the solid

grains in Ihc protosolar  nebula  came from a variety of ste]lar sources. G]assy silicate grains common

in interplanetary dust particles show evidence for exposure to high radiation doses in the interstellar

medium. ‘J’bus, there is the exciting prospect of studying in the laboratory the physical processes

to which 1 S grains have been subjected.



1. IN’I’RODUC”I’ION

Study ofthc dust in circumstellar  disks around young stars is currently an extremely active

area in astronomy. Much recent observational and theoretical work is g,iving us a clearer picture of

the physical conditions in dust disks and their evolutionary progression. “J’he short time scale for

grain destruction in the diffuse interstellar medium means that substantial grain growth occurs in

dense clouds, 1.aboratory experiments on low-temperature ices arc improvin!, our understanding of

the chemical processes in grain mantles and the formation of organic material.

A portion of the dust in disks around young sta~s ultimately may bc incorporated into

planetary systems. “1’bus, study of the dust in our own solar system complements the remote sensing

of protostellar  regions and aids in reconstructing the evolutionary history of the dust. Technical

advances now allow analysis of individual micrometer or smaller grains in interplanetary dust

particles and primitive meteorite samples. Isotopic anomalies and patterl~s  of crystal growlh in these

particles arc yielding tantalizing CIUCS about the interstellar material incorporated into these solar

system samples.

‘J’his .loint )iscussion was initiated by Commission 21 Iighf CJf the Niglz~ Sky a n d

(hmmissicm  34 ln(er,~(ellar  iblntfer  in order to tie together these new discoveries and explore the

evolution of dust from the interstellar medium to the solar system. ‘1 ‘Ilis article summarizes the

presentations and discussion.

2. I)lJS’1’ DISKS AROUND YOIING S“l’ARS

2.1 l’roto])l{~tlct(it.y”  l)isks  Around  Pve-Main  Scqlience objects

Our understanding of the way the solar nebula evolved rests, in part, on the study of the
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nature and evolution of young stellar objects (YSOS). ‘1’he pre-nmin sequence ‘1’ ‘1’auri stars are

thought to be the progenitors of solar mass stars. The 1 Icrbig Ae/13c stars are more massive and are

the likely progenitors of A-type stars, including those with circumstcllar disks such as a I,yr and P

Pie.

Many YSOS exhibit an infrared excess, indicating the prescncc  of warm dust. ‘1’hcy can be

classified according to the spectral energy distribution of the infrared excess (1 ,ada 1987; Wilking,

1,ada & Young 1989; Andr6 &. Montmerlc  1994). Adams, l.ada & Shu (1 987) have interpreted the

infrared spectral classes as an evolutionary sequence. in their models, Class I objects, with spectral

energy distribution rising toward longer wavelength, correspond to the infall phase. “l’he protostar

and an accretion disk are embedded in an optically thick infallin{x  dust envelope. Class 11 objects

arc visible protostars  with nebular disks. ‘1’hesc  are classical T Tauri stars. “1’hc infrared excess is

thermal emission from dust in the optically thick disk, heated by the central star. Class 111 objects,

with small, if any, infrared excess, arc the weak-lined o] “naked” ‘1’ ‘1 ‘auri stars with a remnant

optically thin disk.

‘1’here arc several indirect arguments for the cxistel]ce  of disks around “1’ “1’auri stars: Disks

arc the natural outcome of the collapse of a rotating cloud core (’1’ercby, Shu & Cassen  1984). ‘Iihc

forbidden emission lines in many “1’ ‘1’auri stars arc blue-shifted only, col]sistcnt  with the occultation

of the receding, red-shifted wind by a disk - 100 A(J in size (Appcnzcller  et (il. 1984;  1 ;dwards  et

al. 1987). Maps of the polarization around YSOS can be cxplainccl by multiple scattering with an

optically thick disk (Jlasticn  & Mcnard  1988, 1990), A large amount of circumstellar material

around some optically visible stars is inconsistent with spl Ierical  geometry (Ileckwith et ([l. 1990).

1 )ircct evidence for disks has been difiicult  to acquire, bccausc  of their small angular size.

lmagcs  from the refurbished 1 ]ubblc Space ‘1’clcscope have resolved circumstcllar  disks surrounding
.,
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56 young stars in the or-ion Nebula (0’Ilell  & Wen 1994). O’DCII & Wcn estimate lower limits to

the disk masses of - 2  x 1028g, o r - 10-5 solar masses, Mo. “1’hc minimum solar nebula mass

necessaryto  form thcplanetarysyslem  was -0.01 MO, ‘I’hus,  abetter nlasscstinlat  co ftheOrion

sources is needed before one can say that the disks are protoplanetary.

Intimating the total mass of dust in disks is not possible from the infrared fluxes, because

the sources are optically thick in the infrared, At millimeter wavelengths, disks are optically thin

and cold dust can be detected, allowing the dust mass to be cstimatecl  from the observed fluxes. “1’hc

value  of K, the mass absorption coefficient, is the largest uncertainty in the mass estimates. I’wo

recent 1.3 mm surveys have provided statistics on the mass of circumstcllar material (Beekwith et

d. 1990; Andr4 & Montmcrlc  1994). About 30°/0 of classical 1’ Tauri stars have disk masses above

the minimum solar nebula mass of 0.01 MO; only these can truly be classified as protoplanetary

disks, l~or Class 1 sources, Andr6 & Montmerle  find masses of 0.015-0.15 h40, too low to represent

the main infal] stage as modeled by Adams et al, (1 987). Several objects which have strong mm

fluxes but are invisible in the mid-infrared have masses -0.5  MO; tlicsc ohjccts  apparently represent

the main accrctionary phase.

Sources with circumstcllar mass >0.01  MO will be optically thick at 1.< 100 pm. ‘1’hc

minimum infiarcd  excess for an optically thick disk can be calculated as a function of 1,.. ‘1’hLls, the

observed infrarecl excess above the reddened photo sphcrc of ‘1’ ‘1 ‘auri  st a~s can be USCC1 to dcterm ine

the ficqucncy  of optically thick disks with M >0.01 M{, (Skrutskie  e( al. 1990; Strom el al. 1993).

‘J’hcsc  authors find that 30% - 50?40  of young (< 3 x 10f’ yr) stars with h4, < 3M0 have infrared

excesses indicative of optically thick disks. Almost no optically thick disks arc found for stellar age

> 107 yr. Very few sources have been found with infrared excess  intcrmcdiatc  between optically
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thick and optically thin excesses. “I’l~t~s, disk clearirlg  ]llllst  procee~lra]>i~~ly.  Skrutskiec[  al. givca

time scale of -3 x 105 yr.

in summary, there is substantial evidence that disks surround a sizcable  fraction of low-mass

YSOS during at least part ofthcir evolution. However, millimeter surveys suggest that only about

30 Y. of classical ‘1’ “1’auri stars have protop]anetary  disks; that is, disks more massive than the

minimum solar nebula mass of-O.01  Mo.

2.2 The Dus[ in D ]’ictoris Systems

‘1’hc IRAS satellite detected far-infrared emission surrounding three nearby main sequence

A stars, a Lyr,

temperat ure”1’ -

w PsA, and P Pie, indicating that these stars ale surrounded by solid grains at

100 K (Backman  & Paresce 1992 and refs. therein). Subscclucntly,  about 100 main

scquencc  stars of all spectral types with similar infrared cxccsscs  have been found in the IRAS

database. A chronographic image of P Pic at 20.89  pm clearly showed an eclgc-on  disk of material

extending to 1000 AU from the central star (Smith & I’crrilc 1984). ‘1’hc lifetimes of orbiting grains

in the disks CIUC to l)oynting-Robertson drag and collisions are shoI-t compared to the estimated ages

of the stars (108 years for ~ l)ic to 4 x 1 Ox years for rt l,>r). ‘1’bus, the dust disks in these three

systems are not primordial, but must bc rep]enishcd.  I)ust rclcasc flom comets is onc plausib]c

source,

‘1’hc spectral energy clistribution  of the infrare(l excess dcpcn(is on the temperature

distribution and cmissivity (,hencc size) of the grains in the disk, “1’hcrmal  moclc]s  lead to

characteristic grain sizes of-1 00 pm for a l,yr, -10-50 pnl for ci PsA, and -1 pm for P l’ic, ‘]’hc

discovery ofa silicate cmissicm feature in P Pic is fullhcr  c~idence  for micrometer grains in the clisk

(Knackc cl al. 1993). l~rom submm  maps ~,uckcrman  A! l)cck]in  (1 993) derive mininlum disk

masses on the order of 0.01 1 ;arth masses for a I.yr and a PsA and -0.1 1 larth mass for ~ l)ic.
–,
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‘1’hc minimunl wzwclcngtb  ofcxcess  flux implies a lack of hot grains in these systems.

"l`llcreforc, thcitlt~cr  regio]l around  thccerltral starnlust  llavcanluch  lowcrdcllsityo fmaterial. The

extent of this region in a 1.yr, a PsA, and B Pic is compalablc  to the planetary region of the solar

system. Since Poynting-1-?obm-tson  drag would tend to fill in this region over time, an efficient

removal mechanism is required. Sweep-up by planets is a possible explanation.

Fundamental questions aboui  the disks in p Pic systems remain to be answered:

1. IS there an evolutionary connection between circumstel]ar  disks around young stellar

objects and the disks in D l’ic systems?

2. What is the relationship between dust disks and planetary systems? I)o the dust disks

represent successful planetary formation or failed planetary formation?

3. What is the reservoir for replenishing the dust disks? Arc these systems surrounded by

a cloud of comets?

3. lN’J’I;l{S”l’I;I ,I,AR lllJS”l’

‘1’he physical properties of interstellar (IS) grains arc inferred from the 1 S extinction curve,

polarization,

with cosmic

‘1’hc

populations.

scattering of xrays, thcrma] emission, spectral katures, and 1 S gas depletions compared

abundances.

ultr:iviolet,  optical, and infrared observation is leacl to a picture of several grain

‘1’his set should bc vicwccl as a “working hypothesis”, not a final answer, for there arc

still problems and inconsistencies and not all researchers agree with the following list (Greenberg

1989; Mathis & Whiffcn 1989; Rowan-Robinson 1986, 1992; I)ulcy 1987).

1. a -0.01 pm

2. ({ -0.01 pm

silicate and carbon grains Icsponsil)le  for the far-ultraviolet extinction

graphitic  carbon to produce the 0.2175 pm bump
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3. very small grains (0,0005 - 0.()()2 pm) producing the infrared emission bands and

non-equilibrium thermal emission

4. a -0,12 pm grains composed of silicate and carbon giving rise to the visible and

near-infrared extinction.

‘1’he population of grains causing the visual and near-infrared extinction and polarization

must bc elongated and aligned to account for the obsel ved polarization. The wavelength of

maximum polarization, k -0.55 Hm in the diff~lse  IS medium, implies Stain radii a -0.1 pm. “1’hc

linear and circular polarization are best fit by a material such as silicate that is not strongly

absorbing. Absorbing grains must also bc present, because silicates alone would give too high an

albcdo.  Mathis et al. (1 977) pictured the silicate and carbon grains as bare and homogeneous, with

a size distribution n(a) - a-3 5 . Mathis  & Whiffcn  (1 989) proposed that IS grains arc fluffy

conglomerates of small silicate, amorphous carbon, and graphite partic]cs.

Greenberg (1982, 1989 and rcfs. therein), recognizing that a typical IS grain cycles many

times between molecular clouds and the diffuse ISM, de~’eloped a model of core-mantle grains.

Within molecular clouds, icy mantles composed of the abundant elcmcn(s  1 I, C,N,O accrete  on

existing silicate cores. When the grains arc subscqucnt]y  exposed to UV racliation,  the mantles arc

photoproccssc(i,  leaving an organic rcfiactory  residue. When the grain cycles back into a molecular

cloud, another layer of ices is deposited, and the process repeats. ‘1’bus, grains in the diffuse ISM can

have mantles of differing thickness and differing stages of photoproccssing.

A major issue is what type of grain structure survives best in interstellar shocks. I)o tbc

photoproccssccl  mantles protect the silicalc  cores, as Grccnlwrg  proposes? l)ocs the fluffy structure

protect Ihc inner parts of conglomerate grains as Mathis  & Whiffen propose?

–,
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Any model of JS grains has to be consistent with cosmic elemental abundances. Assuming

that cosmic abundances arc the same throughout the lSM, we can infer the dust composition by

observing the extent to which gas phase abundances are depleted relative to cosmic abundances. The

most refractory elCJllCJItS  Al, Ca, and Ti are depleted by factors up to -1000, while Fe, Cl, and Ni

are dcplctcd  by a factor of-100 (Jenkins 1989). Sofia et al. (1 994) have reexamined the gas phase

depletions for the major elements using new data from the Hubble  Space ‘1’elcscopc ultraviolet

spectrograph. Iron has the largest fraction of its atoms lock(.d up in dust (>83°/0), while >34°/0  of Si

is in the dust phase. OxygeJl  is the most abundant element iIl the dust by number (because of its high

cosmic abundance), greater than the suJn of al] other atoms. ~’he sum (l:c-I Mg):Si is, in many cases,

higher than can bc accounted for by silicates of o]ivine (Mg,Fe)zSiOd  or pyroxene (Mg,Fe)SiO~.

‘1’bus, some ofthc  Mg and l:e must form oxides or metalli~  Fe.

Grains condense in the circumste]]ar environment a] ound mass-losing AGB stars. Based  OJ1

the mass loss rates from AGII stars, the time scale for replenishing the dus( in the ISM is a few times

109 years. IIut the diffuse ISM is a harsh environment for a tiny grain. last shocks associated with

supernovae rcnmants cfficientl y destroy grains by thermal and non-thermal sputtering and co] lisions

(Scab & Shul] 1986). McKee (1 989) and Jones el al. (1994) derive a destruction lifetime of -4 x

108 yrs, far shorlcr than the timescale for replenishment frcml AGII stars.

‘1’bus, Jlot only arc grains hcavil y processed in the 1 SM, but also significant grain growth

must occur in the ISM. Since grain growth occurs primari Iy in dense regions, there must bc rapid

cxchangc  bctwccn molecular clouds and the warm ncutra] medium,

C]car]y, as observational data expand, our Jnodc] of 1 S prains  has to bccomc more

sophisticated. SoJnc ofthc  present questions arc:
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1. 1 low much carbon is present in the dust’? Is it sufficient to cover the graphite, PA1 I, and

amorphous carbon in the grain models? What is the most common form of carbon?

2. IS the 0.2175 pm extinction bump due to graphite? Where does the graphite form?

3. 1 low do very small grains survive wit}~out being destroyed or incorporated into larger

grains?

4. 1 low does a significant component of oxides affect the “working hypothesis” model of

grain populations?

5. What is the size distribution and physical structure of the “classical” grains responsible

for the visual extinction?

6. 1 low do grains survive shocks?

4. l)lJS’1’ IN ‘1’131; SO1.AR SYS”l’l;h4

4.1 Cor?wiflry  1)11s[

Comets formccl  in the outer  solar nebula, where the temperature remained low enough that

intact intcrste]lar  grains could have been incorporated into the comet nuclei.

‘1’imc-of-flight mass spectrometers on 3 1 lallcy space probes measured the elemental

composition of submicron  sized clust particles in the coma (Kissel et al. 1986). A dust component

rich in refractory organic maicrial  was discovered, the s~)-callecl  Cl ION particles. ]nfrarcd and

submillimctcr spectra of 1 lallcy  indicated that a variety of organic molecules were present. Chief

among the presumed solid state features was a broad unidentified feature at 3,36 pm, subsequently

seen in a number of comets. Rcuter (1 992) has shown that up to half of the flux in the 3.36 pm

feature may be due to mcthano];  the source of the renlainillg  flux is unknowJI.

. .
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Some comets exhibit a strong silicate feature with a distinct peak at 11.2 pm, attributed to

crystalline olivine particles, in addition to a broader maximum near 9.7 pm (1 Ianner et al. 1994a,b).

Since the 11.2 pm peak is not seen in spectra of IS dust, the olivinc  most likely formed at high

temperatures in the inner solar nebula, in which case there must have been considerable radial

mixing in the solar nebula to transport these grains to the I egion of comet  formation.

The polarization phase curve, P(f)), has been measured for a number of comets (Dollfus et

d. 1988; Levasseur-Rcgourd  & 1 Iadarncik 1994 and refs. therein). All of the comets have negative

polarization at small phase angles. 1 lowever, they separate into two c{istinct  groups having Pn,,X

-1 0% or -25% near 90° phase. l’he higher Pn,,Y correlates with comets that display a strong silicate

feature, whi]c the comets with lower Pn,,X have weak or no silicate emission. It is not clear whether

differences in size distribution or composition are responsible.

l~undamcntal questions remain about how cornets fit into the evolutionary picture. Some of

these quest ions can only bc answered from direct sampling of cometary dust:

1. What is the hctcro{:cncity  among comets and within one comet nucleus?

2. What is the chemistry of the organic material?

3. Can the differences among comets in optical properties such [is polarization bc explained

solely by diffcrcnccs in particle size or are compositional differences required?

4. IS the material in comets “local”; i.e., local to the solar nebula at a given heliocentric

distance, or is it a mixture of material from high and low temperature I egions  of the nebula?

5. “1’0 what extent are intact

4.2 lrltcrplmldmy  D14avt

‘1’hc earth is situated within

1 S grains preserved in comets?

a flattened cloud of illtcrplanctary  dust. Since the dynamical

lifetime of the dust is short compared to the age of the solar system, the dust cloud must be
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colltil~~lally  replcllislled.  Comctsa  ndasteroidsa  rethernain  sources forrcplcnishing  the dust cloud.

I)ust bands (associated with asteroid families) and dust trails (associate] with comets) seen in the

IRAS  sky flux maps provide evidence of these sources.

‘J’he zodiacal light brightness viewed from earth is an integral over the scattering by all dust

particles along the line of sight. ]nversion  techniques have been applied to extract the local

properties of the dust from the line-of-sight integral (Lcvasscur-Rcgourd  cl al. 1990), At least two

distinct dust populations with differing optical properties a]ld orbital inclinations are required to fit

the optical data. ‘1’herma] emission from the interplanetary dust has been measured from rocket

flights and from the ]~/iL$ and COBE sate] litcs.  At 5-50 pm, the emission is the strongest component

of the clifflv+c  sky brightness beyond ihc terrestrial atmosphere.

1 )ust detectors have flown on a number of sJ]acccraf[  in earth orbit and solar orbit. ‘1’he mass,

speed, and direction of the impacting particle can be measu[ cd (Griin et al. 1985). There is evidence

for different dust populations with different orbital characteristics, confirming the inferences from

remote sensing. “]’hc dust cxpcrimcnt on the Ulysses spacecraft has detected interstellar dust

particles at 5 All that arc streaming t}mough the solar system from the apex direction of solar motion

(Griin et al. 1 994).

interplanetary dust particles (1111%) in the size range 5-50 pm arc routinely collected in the

stratosphere, having  survived atmospheric entry without destructive heating (Ilradley e[ al. 1988).

l’hc chondritic aggregate 11)1’s are fine-graincd  aggregates of micrometer-submicromcter sized

particles of silicate and carbonaceous material, with chondritic  abundances of the major rock-

f(mning clcmcnts  and high carbon content. ]Iyroxcnc wbiskcrs  and platelets that bear the signatures

of direct vapor phase ccmclcnsation have been found (I)radlcy et al. 1983).
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Pyroxene-rich  IDPs are the most likely candidates for cometary particles, based on their

porous structure, high carbon content, and relatively high atmospheric entry velocities. Yet neither

the pyroxene-  rich nor any other single class of IDPs can mz~tch the shape of the silicate feature seen

in cometary spectra (Sandford & Walker 1985; Bradley e{ al. 1992).

‘l’he most striking feature of the porous aggregate IDPs is that they arc unequilibrated

mixtures of high and low temperature condensates even on a submicromcter  scale. Does this reflect

efficient mixing of small grains formed in different regions of the solar nebula and transported to the

region of comet formation? (h, are these submicrometer units truly interstellar grains? A major

component of these IIJPs arc compact grains 0.1-0.5 pm in size, givm the descriptive name of

GI;MS (Glass with Ihnbcddcd Metal and Sulfides). Bradley (1 994) arg,ues that the Gl~MS show
.

evidcncc  of high radiation doses that could have occurred only in the 1 SL4. If the CJIT,MS are truly

interstellar “dirty silicate” grains, wc have the exciting prospect of studying in the laboratory the

physical processes to which 1 S grains have been subjected

4.3 Interstcllw  Material in A4eleori(es

Mctcoritcs  arc an abundant source of extraterl cstrial  material that may contain IS

components. Since meteoritic material has been subjected to considerable solar system processing,

isotopic anomalies arc the only sure tracers of interstellar gr;iins; these identifications rely not on one

isotopic ratio, but a pattern. Most ofthc  analysis has been focused on carbonaceous chondrites, the

most “primitive” mctcoritc  class. l~our types of IS grains have been idcntifiecl,  based on non-solar

isotope ratios in C,N,O, Mg,, Si, “l’i, and the nob]e gases Nc, Kr, Xc (Andcrs  & Zinner 1993).

Microdiamonds  0.001 pm in si~c  arc the most abundant IS component yet isolated, comprising -400

ppm of the meteoritic material. ‘1’hcy contain xenon enriched in both the light (12qXe, lZCXC)  and

heavy (lsdXc, lSGXC) isotopes, indicative of both p-process and r-process nucleosynthesis occurring
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in supernovae. SiC grains, have been found at the 7 ppm level. ‘l’heir size ranges from 0.3 -3 pm,

although a few as large as 10 pm are seen. The xenon isotopes 12*XC  - l~zXc follow a pattern

indicative of s-process nuc]eosynthcsis  in A(3B stars. Seve~ al forms of graphite have been identified

in primitive meteorites at the 2 ppm level, but only the spherical grains 0.8 -7 pm in size have

anomalous C isotopes proving their IS origin. Graphite is presumed to be common  in the ISM as

the source of the 0.22 pm extinction bump. lIowever, the IS graphite particles are -0.01 pm, in

contrast to the large graphite grains in the meteorites. Corundum grains (AlpOj) show a large range

in their oxygen isotopes that seem to require origin in stars of differing mass and initial ‘60/180.

In addition to these grains, another component of IS material cxis[s in meteorites, associated

with anomalous de~~teriulllfllyt~roge]l  ratios (Zirmer 1988). ‘l’he anomalies have been traced to acid-

inso]uablc  organic residues, constituting only a small fraction of Ibe meteoritic material. lM-1

anomalies also have been found in II)Ps (McKeeg,an  e( al. 1985).

‘l’he meteoritic evidcncc  leads to two important conclusions. First, the solid grains in the

protosolar  nebula came from a variety of steller sources, inc]uding  supernovae and AGH stars with

a range of mctallicitics.  Second, some grains did survive the harsh 1 S environment and retained the

imprint of their formation. As laboratory analytical techniques improve, wc can expect more

interesting results, especially if methods arc found to identify IS gf ains with normal isotopic

abundances, such as the GI;MS fbund in IIJPs.

5. l;VOI,lJ1’10N  01~ I) US’J’ l; ROM ‘1’1 1}; IN’I’I;I{S’J’E;l,l,AI{ MIHIIIJM 30 ‘1’111{  SOI.ARNI{13U1.A

‘1’hc optical and physical properties of grains CIO not remain static over time. Grain growth

and destruction, structural transformations, and chemical evolution all affect grain properties. ‘1’hc
.,
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rate of grain destruction in the diffllsc IS medium implies that considerable grain growth must take

place in dense clouds. Numerous observational studies of the extinction and polarization have

shown that the mean grain size is larger within dense clouds,

Grain growth can occur by accretion or coagulation. The higher gas depletions and the

presence of the 3.08 pm water ice absorption feature (and other spectral features of ices; section 5.2)

indicate that accretion of icy mantles has occurred in dense clouds. Yet, some regions show

evidence of larger grains, but lack the 3.08 pm ice feature. ‘1’bus, grain growth by coagulation must

also be important in dense regions. Sticking of bare grains occurs only at velocity <1 mjs CI’ielens

1989). Sticking is successful at

accretion enhances coagulation.

somewhat higher velocities if the grains arc ice-coated. ‘1’bus,

Wc expect the dust in dense clouds, then, to have a variety of shapes, sizes, and

compositions, inducting fluffy aggregates. ‘1’hc optical properties of such heterogeneous aggregates

arc difficult to specify. g’wo papers have recently presented working models for the dust optical

properties in the dense regions from which protoslars  form. Preibisch  ct al, (1 993) used three dust

components: amorphous carbon, small silicate grains, and silicate cores with dirty ice mantles.

l’ollack cl al, (1994) base their model, in part, on the chemical composition of primitive solar

system materials. ]n contrast to other models, organic materials arc the main reservoir for carbon.

Metallic iron is a major absorbing species and troilitc  (l:cS) is also explicitly incluclccl,  along  with

glassy o]ivinc  and orthopyroxcne.

S. 2 Evoll{lion qf lcc,~ and Orgmic  Conpounds

“1’here is an~ple evidence that icy mantles accrete on grains in COIC1 dense regions. lnfrarcd

spectroscopy of sources located within or behind dense clouds re~’cals many absorption features due

to vibrational modes in ices and orp,anic species. ‘1’he prototypical source is the embccklcd protostar
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W33A. I,aboratory investigations of the spectra of low-temperature ices and icc mixtures, before

and after irradiation, have led to the identification of the nlajor  species, but important ambiguities

remain (d’] Iendecourt et al. 1986; ‘J’ielens  & Allamandola  1987; Grim c1 al, 1989).

‘1’he strong feature at 3.08 pm due to the 011 stretching vibration in 1120 ice is seen in many

cmbcddcd  sources, consistent with water ice as the main constituent of grain mantles.

Solid CO has a band at 4.67 pm and this feature has been detected in the spectra of a number

of embedded protostars (1 ,acy eI aI. 1984; Geballe  1986; l’ielens  e~ al. 1991). l’he astronomical

feature usual] y has two components, a narrow absorption at 2140 cnl-l,  and a broader absorption

centered at 2134 cm-’. The broacler component arises from CO mixed at concentrations of a few

percent in a polar ice, probably water ice, under reducing conditions. “1’hc narrower band at 2140 cnl-

1, however, must bc due to CO in a non-polar ice, such as pure CO, COP, N2, or Oz in an oxidizing

environment (Sandford et al. 1988; Tie]ens el al. 1991).

‘1’hc abundance of methanol (CIIqOII) in grain mantles is controversial (e.g. Allamandola ei

c{I. 1992; Schuttc cl al. 1991; Skinner et al. 1992). Methanol could form via grain surface reactions

when atomic 11 is available or as a product of IJV photolysis  or ion irradiation (although 112C0 is

the favored product). The 3.53 pm absorption band in W33A has been i(icntiflccl  as solid methanol

by Grim el al. (1991). l’hey derive a methanol abundance of 7% relative to water ice, But, if the

6.85 ~tn~ absorption band in the spectrum of W33A is due to methanol, an abundance of -50Y0

relative  to water is required. More likely, the 6.85 pm band arises in mom complex organic species

(’1’iclcns  & Allamandola 1987; Grim ei al. 1989). l;ven with the uncertainties, methanol is the

second most abundant molccu]e  along the line of sight to W33A.

1 ;xtcnsivc  laboratory experiments have been carried out over the last 15 years to understand

the physical anti chemical processes affecting evolution of prain mantles (e.g. Greenberg 1982, Grim
.,
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d al. 1989; d’] Icndecourt  el al. 1986; Nelens  & Allamandola  1987; Moore & I)onn 1982; Strazzulla

& Johnson 1991; Allamandola cl al. 1988).

‘1’hc most important result of the experiments is the demonstration that LJV photo] ysis or ion

bombardment of low-temperature icc mixtures can lead to the formation of chemically complex

organic residues that arc stable when the sample  is warmed to room temperature. The residue

produced by lJV photolysis  of an ice mixture consisting of 1120, N] IJ, and CO contains a variety of

organic species with up to three C atoms. They are rich in O and N, containing subgroups such as

-01-1,  N] IZ, and C==O (Ilriggs et al. 1992). l)crhaps  such material is related to the abundant oxygcn-

rich organic spccics  that were detected in 1 lalley’s coma (section 4.1).

Chemical reactions can take place spontaneously when the accrctecl icy mantles are heated,

producing ncw chemical spccics,  l~or example, Schutte  et al. (1 993) have observed that, when] 12C0

and at least a trace of N] 1~ arc present in the initial icc mixture, heatinp,  causes the 1 IzCO to form

chain polymers of polyoxymctbylcne (POM) and its derivatives.

]:or gas density - 104 cn~-3,  all the gas phase molecules (except } IZ) should accrctc  onto grain

surfaces in - 10S yrs, a timcscalc short compared to the tiges of molecular clouds. Onc possible

mechanism to replenish the gas phase is explosive dcsorption  of grain n]antles  when irradiated ices

are heated above -26 K (Schuttc  & Greenberg 1991 and rcfs. therein).

‘1’hc importance of UV and other energetic processil Ig ofthc ices within dense clouds remains

unclear. l:uture observations of the very strong 4.46 pm feature of (X)Z, abunclantl  y produced in the

laboratory by photolysis of’ ices containing C() and 1120, with the l{uropean  lnfrarecl  Space

Observatory (1 SO) will shed new light on this issue. A related issue is the efficiency with which

organic material is produced in the ice mantles. Sensitive high-resolution spectroscopy of the 5-

.,
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8 pm region as may be obtained by 1S0 is necessary to search for organic molecules that might bc

mixed into the ice mantles.

5.3 Evolution of Dusl in I)rotoplanetcwy llisk~

Accretion disks created by infal]ing  material from the protostcllar envelope are now

considered to be a natural part of the evolution of a so]ar-nlass  star (section 2.1). Disk masses are

typically 0.01 -0.1 MO and disk sizes arc< 100 AU. An important factor in the subsequent evolution

of protoplanetary  disks is the presence or absence oft urbu]el Ice. The most likcl  y cause of turbulence

is a supcradiabatic vertical temperature gradient, leading to vertical turbulent convection. Such a

steep thermal gradient is due to opacity, which inhibits radiative heat flow.

Although dust is a small fraction of the total nebular mass, it exerts a strong influence on the

evolution of the nebula, because dust is the source of the opacity and the opacity dctcrmincs whether

thermal convection will occur. Yet, the composition, size distribution, and optical properties of the

initial dust population feeding the accretion disk are not WC] I known (section 5.1). ]{osseland rncan

opacities have been computed by Po]lack et al. (1 994) and Prcibisch et al. (1993) among others.

‘1’hc opacity will increase as grains begin to grow to a size comparable to the wavelength,

causing an incrcasc in turbulent convection. “1’urbulcnce  generates size-dcpcndcnt differential dust

velocities leading to grain-grain collisions and rapid grain growth, as larger particles sweep up

smaller ones. I’bus, turbulence accclcratcs grain growth and grain grow(l) increases opacity, creating

stronger convective turbulence. l’his tight coupling, bctwecll  turbulence and grain growth has to be

addressed in any realistic accretion disk model (e.g. Mizul]o  1989, Stcriik  & Morfill  1994).

Although turbulence fosters grain growth, it prevents the dust from settling to the central

plane. A critical stage is rcachcd when grains have grown large cnou(~,h (size >> A) that opacity

decreases and the ncbu]a  bccomcs  optically thin. Then the nebula  cm cool by radiation and
–4
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thermally-driven turbulence ceases. “l’he dust particles, which have already grown to mm-cm size,

rapidly settle to the mid-plane, forming a thin dust layer in which Goldrcich-Ward (1 973)

gravitational instability can develop, leading to the growtl~  of km-sized planctesimals.

Clnc important question is the extent that dust can bc radially transported in the disk from the

warm inner nebula at R < 1 AU to the region of come formation at R > 1() AIJ. Cuzzi ef al. (1993)

have computed that small grains entrained in the outflowing gas near the mid-plane of the solar

nebula could drift radially outward - 2-5 AIJ before being accrctcd onto larger particles. Grain

growth was a rapid process (Weidenschil]ing  1988; Mizu[lo  1989), limiting the time available for

radial diffusion.

in summary, some of Ihc open questions relevant to the evolution of the dust are:

1. What is the composition and initial size distribution of dust in accretion disks, and what

is the corresponding opacity?

2, IS thermal convection the sole cause of turbulence?

3. What effect did species condensation, such as water ice, have on the opacity and

SLlbSCqLICllt WOIUtiOll  Of the nebula?

4. ‘lo what extent were dust particles transported radially? Was radial transport sufficient

to bring inner solar systcm condensates to the zone of comet formation?

S. 4 l<volulion  of 1114s[  I’t”<j]l(’rlic.vfil)??l  Mo[ccular  ( llouds [0 C ‘onlcls

Wc have seen that the composition, size, and shape of I S grains arc strong] y modified within

molecular clouds. Although models differ in detail, there is a general picture of silicate cores with

accrctcd mantles in various stages of processing, from organic refractory residues to an outer layer

of volatile ices. ‘1’hcsc core-mantle partic]cs,  as WC1l as small bare silicate ancl carbon grains, arc
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agglomerated into fluffy structures. ‘1 ‘hese heterogcnous  particles constit uted the solid portion of the

material from which thcprotosolar  ncbulaevo]ved.

Current evidence tel IS us that comets formed cold, in the outer parts of the solar nebula where

accretion shock heating ancl radiant heating from the protosun were minimal. in general, the relative

abundances of molecular species in cornets are consistent with the inferred (observed or predicted)

composition of IS dust in dense regions (e.g. CJrecnbcrg & Shalabica  1993).

l’he silicate feature in several comets shows an 11.2 pm peak duc to crystalline olivine,

superimposed on a broad smooth feature peaking at 9.8 pm (section 4.1). ‘l’he broad feature

resembles that seen in both the diff~]se  ISM and dense clouds. With the exception of a weak

signature in Al~CJ1.2591  (Aitken el aI. 1988), the 11.2 pm o]ivine peak has not been detected in any

protostellar source nor in the ISM. ‘1’bus, the cometary olivine  particles most likely condensed in

the hot inner solar nebula and were transported to the region of cornet formation.

‘1 ‘his raises an important issue: When considering tl Ie organic components, we often assume

that the comet material is “local”, i.e., not heated within the solar systcm. But, if there is a

component of refractory silicates transported from the inner solar nebula, there may also bc a highcr-

tcmpcraturc organic component transported to the conlet-forn~inS  rcg,iml.

(h-ganic  material is thought to be the main reserfoir  of carbon in cm-nets (Greenberg &

Shalabica  1993). ‘]’hc dust impact experiment on the }Iallcy probes pro~cd that refractory organic

material (“C] ION”) is an important component of comet dust, ‘1’hcsc grains arc apparent] y the source

of CO, 1 l@), and other gaseous spccics in the conM requiring a distributed sc)urcc (e.g. Meier et al.

1993). l’olymcrizcd  1 lzCO, and similar long chain polymers can explain the pattern of heavy atomic

mass spccics dctcctcd by the gas mass spcctromctcrs  on the 1 Ialley probes (Korth cl ~J/, 1986). Such

polymers arc a producl  of photo]ysis  of icy grain mantles in rnolccu]ar  clouds (Schuttc  et aI. 1993).
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The CO: 1 IZO abunciancc  in comets is a strong arpument  that cometary ices stem directly

from IS ices, not from the gas phase. In the gas phase of ciense clouds, CO: IIJO is 10:1 or larger,

while in the gases sublimating from comets, CO: 1 IZO is about 1:5 or less, a factor of 50 difference.

Molecules such as 1 IZCO, CH~Ol 1, C02, which are present at the few percent level in comets, arc lJV

photo]ysis  products in IS grain mantles.

in summary, the evidence from comets and cometa~-y  1 DPs is consistent with their formation

primarily from IS dust similar to that seen in dense clouds, including preservation of low-

tcn~peratLm  ices. I lowcvcr,  some high-tenlperatLlrc solar system condensates may have been added

during cometary formation.
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